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I sometimes wonder what it would be like to be an Italian music fan in the 

19th century.  “Damn that Verdi!  Everyone is singing his arias!  Those dumb lyrics are too 

repetitive and just get caught up in my head!  Don’t even get me started on you, 

Rossini!”  God forbid they would ever hear something like “Shut Up and Dance”, 

something that has “…four simple words repeated 12 times…” 

 

And so here we have another article with a sinister, dismissive undertone: pop music 

sucks.  Just in case you didn’t spot what I did, here are some highlights: 

 

1.  “…researchers at the University of Southern California have discovered that a 

song’s popularity is tied to the simplicity of the lyrics and how often they are 

repeated, exposing the brain’s weakness for plainness”  (Emphasis mine).  

 

In other words, “plain” songs like “Shut Up and Dance” make our brains “weak”. 

 

2.  “The researchers did not find a number in which repetition was deemed 

annoying.”  

 

No, tell us how you truly feel, journalist. 

 

3.  “These songs eventually, like the flames under the s’mores, die out, emerging 

again years down the line at weddings as nostalgic moments.”  

 

You are telling me I shouldn’t have s’mores now?  Come on man!  To paraphrase 

Mitch Hedberg, I don’t avoid eating apples because they will eventually become a 

core. 

 

See it now?  And here is where it leads us:  Scientific justification for why pop music 

sucks.  Casual facebook users will use this article to fan the flames, but even worse is 

that I know somewhere in my public school band director world someone has already 

used this as justification to keep pop music out of music education (and, by extension, 

to justify why classical music is better than pop music).  And so now I present my 

counter argument.  Pop music doesn’t suck because it’s repetitive.  You just don’t know 

how to value it properly.  

 

Have you ever tried to write a pop song?  I have.  I’m a very competent musician (7 

years of public school training, 5 years of college training) and it’s a hassle for me.  

Creating a melody that falls over a chord progression can feel like building the Burj 

Khalifa off site and hoping it snaps into the foundation after the fact.  Knowing that I 



have 7 notes in my first melodic phrase means I have 7 syllables to fill in the lyrics, and 

that is a puzzle equally as hard as the last time I tried to solve a Rubik’s cube.  But 

beyond all the nuts and bolts of songwriting, there is the issue that every composer 

faces: how do I get what’s in my head out into the world?  And I’m going to argue that 

pop musicians have a really interesting challenge here.  You need to extract the ideas 

within you that can resonate with a whole bunch of other people.  

 

In some ways, it’s easier to write a 42 minute prog-metal concept album about aliens 

living in our brains and enslaving humanity.  In that scenario, you don’t necessarily need 

to think about the clarity of your lyrics.  You don’t need to think about touching on 

universal themes everyone will understand.  You write what comes natural to you, as 

quirky as it might be.  And that’s the trick with pop songwriting: Writing a song that 

sounds natural to you and everyone else.  I’ve tried.  That is hard. 

 

Keeping this in mind, the author of this article seems to suggest the amount of 

repetition determines the quality of the songwriting.  That is a really one dimensional 

way to value any song.  It is actually much more complex than that.  All music is a careful 

matter of balance.  The composer John Corigliano remarks that, “All these forms [in 

music] are combinations of something you know that is played again, and something 

new for variety. And the simplicity of that idea is really amazing, because it's not a 

musical thing – it's a human thing.” Corigliano goes on to analogize musical structures 

to work and vacation: Most people couldn’t stand to work 7 days a week, just as most 

people couldn’t stand living in a new hotel room every night for the rest of their life. 

Balance is the key here, not repetition. 

 

But wait!  The author can now just say “Shut Up and Dance” is unbalanced!  The lead 

singer tells me to dance too many times!  Not exactly, because that is not the argument 

he is making.  He is looking specifically at the mere number of repetitions instead 

of how the repetitions function and how it balances with other elements in the music.  

Let’s analyze his thoughts on repetition:     

 

“Repetition has been a hallmark of music since there has been music. Greek choruses 

got their name from the masked actors who repeated, in unison, lines that were easy to 

grasp. Composers in the 18th century used repetition.” 

 

So is he implying that Mozart somehow did repetition better?  While that might be true 

(Mozart did do everything better) the author is ignoring the function of repetition in 

Mozart’s music, which affects how we value his music.  

 



The vast majority of piano sonatas from that era had entire sections that repeated.  I’m 

talking an entire minute’s worth of music.  But why?  No rewind button back then.  Think 

of it this way: In the absence of recording playback and in the absence of a trained, 

performing musician in every house hold (especially unlikely for people in a lower class), 

when you heard a song it was probably going to be the only time in your life you were 

going to hear it.  If there is a good melody that Mozart wants to drive into your head, he 

has one shot to do it.  And by gone it, he is going to smash it in there with all those 

repeat signs.  How is this even comparable to the kind of medium that “Shut Up and 

Dance” works in, where someone can hit the repeat button over and over?  The function 

of repetition is completely different. 

 

“Even the Beatles couldn’t resist: In George Harrison’s 1987 solo hit “Got My Mind Set 

on You,” he repeats the words “set on you” 20 times…” 

 

I have to get really snarky for a second here.  “Even” they couldn’t “resist”?  He’s making 

repetition sound like you took a whole bag of oreo cookies and dumped it on your ice 

cream cone.  And good lord, if you are going to use an example from The Beatles, pick 

something other than a relatively obscure song by one of its solo members.  Or for that 

matter, pick a song that George Harrison wrote in the first place (“Got My Mind Set on 

You” was written by Rudy Clark in 1962).  Anyways… 

  

“…though that seems like nothing compared with Meghan Trainor’s 2014 hit “All About 

That Bass. Number of times the word “bass” is repeated: 40.”  

 

He is simply treating repetition as if it were a number, a golf score. George Harrison is 

clearly winning because he repeated things less. Go George! By quantifying the 

repetition this way, the author is avoiding the most important question: Why all the 

repetition in the first place? What is the function? The answer is right there further on. 

To quote another speaker in the article (Alexis Windwer): 

 

“[Shut Up and Dance] has that quality to it where you can sing it really easily.” 

 

And there we have it. It’s to help people sing it. Duh. Isn’t it wonderful that we have 

songs like that? To think we want to encourage people to sing in their everyday lives 

and not just leave it to the trained professionals. To think we want people to post their 

own versions on Youtube. To get out on the dance floor. To think. 

 

“They are the songs of summer, the soundtracks to swim meets, weddings and the 

boardwalk that seem to never turn off, playing over and over again — and then again.” 



Well, that doesn’t sound half bad to me. I would love for one of my songs to be the 

soundtrack to someone else’s summer. Musicians get into music to connect with us and 

make our lives more meaningful. To have a song that marks that summer in someone’s 

memory would be an honor. Will the song of 2015 have much listenable value in the 

summer of 2016? Probably not, but that would be ignoring the function of the music. 

And we need these kinds of songs to function this way so that people can latch onto 

them and sing them. David Byrne said it the best: “Some artists are the Coke and Pepsi 

of music, while others are the fine wine — or the funky home-brewed moonshine.” 

 

“No!” you say.  “But I still don’t like the song!  It’s annoying!”  That’s fine, but you have 

to dislike it within its own context.  Pit it against other pop songs that are also meant to 

function as graspable (if even a little disposable).  This is why the author’s article is really 

frustrating for me.  He is asking the music function in a way it shouldn’t.  And even 

worse, he tries to use science to prove it.  

 

The author using research to prove the annoyingness of “Shut Up and Dance” is 

downright egregious to both the disciplines of music and science.  In this example, he 

brings in some fancy, mumbo jumbo term called “processing fluency” to explain why 

things that are simple are great…except for when it is applied to music. 

 

“Processing fluency explains the success of simple designs, like the smooth rounded 

corners of the iPhone. It explains why directions printed in a simple font are deemed 

easier to follow than the exact same directions printed in a complicated font. And it 

explains repetition in numerous famous ad jingles, such as this classic for Chili’s ribs: “I 

want my babyback babyback babyback.” (We apologize if that tune is now stuck in your 

head again.)” 

 

Right.  Because who would want a complicated font for a map?  It functions to give you 

clear directions.  Now apply that to music: is the song of the summer going to be an 

incomprehensible mess with eerie chord progressions and an unsingable melody?  How 

dare you Walk on the Moon for not making something so impenetrable no one could 

sing!  To me, this misrepresents science in that he is using a theory to explain something 

it probably shouldn’t be.  The science is there only to give authority to his argument.  

And it misrepresents the music because it assigns the wrong function to it.  

 

Ok, but is “Shut Up and Dance” any good?  Since the author made no attempt at an 

authentic musical analysis, let me have a go.  There are several things that I think “Shut 

Up and Dance” demonstrates in terms of songwriting, but the thing that stands out to 

me is the balance between old and new genres.  It nods just enough to 80’s music to be 



nostalgic, but has just enough electronic influence to feel fresh.  It is the same reason 

why Bruno Mars had such a smash hit with “Uptown Funk” and why “All About That 

Bass” instantly resonates with us: It feels like one of those songs you have always known, 

even though it was written only months ago.  It’s as if the melodies were always there in 

the back of your brain and it took these song writers to bring them out.  Anyone can 

write a song where something repeats 40 times, but how many can walk that high wire 

act between familiarity and novelty?  And make it all sound so natural?  That is what 

makes a song great.  And that is hard.  And how is that possibly quantifiable? 

  

If I could ask the author one thing, it would be to provide an alternative.  How do we rid 

our brains of these parasitic earworms?  Kill all songs of the summer?  Death to the 

repeatable chorus?  Here is my alternative.  If you don’t like the song of the summer, go 

find your own.  There is so much great music being made out there.  Go find it.  If you 

want a summer song that is complex, has no repetitions, and is unsingable on the first 

go, fantastic.  My song of the summer last year was “Water Fountain” by Tune-Yards.  Is 

that song “better” than “Shut Up and Dance”?  I enjoy it more, it is certainly more 

complex, but I’m not going to say it is a better song. 

 

As a final note, I would like direct everyone here to Owen Pallet’s writings about pop 

music on Slate (http://www.slate.com/authors.owen_pallett.html).  If you want a much 

better analysis at why pop music works the way it does, look no further than him.  He is 

a brilliant musician who did some articles for Slate magazine explaining the inner 

workings of Katy Perry, Lady Gaga, and Daft Punk.  He comprehensively (and yet simply) 

explains why the songs work the way they do and maintains a very healthy perspective 

on the function and the context of each song.  Full disclaimer: he does not add up how 

many times Daft Punk says “Get Lucky”. 
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